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"Moscow Compass" company develop and manufacture professional and mass produce liquid compasses for sport and tourism,
which can work all over the world and on all continents. They are
used by many national teams in orienteering and related sports.
In manufacturing we use best materials - impact-resistant plastic,
super strong magnets (not demagnetized with time under normal
conditions) and etc. Patenting design of needle allows it to install
instantly and provides stability during the movement shaking .
In age of GPS compasses do not lose their advantages: reliability,
shock resistance, always ready to use, autonomic, non-volatility,
ease of use, relatively low price. Magnetic compass does not require
maintenance, and use the energy of the magnetic field of the Earth.
In the line of our products can be found compasses for beginning
sportsmen to elite, tourists, outdoor enthusiasts, who care about their
reliable and safe navigation.

Models for tourism
Model 22

Tourist

Needle settling time: Good
Stability during running: None
Magnet: Powerful
Scale unit: 2 grad.

22С

22L

Model 22 is recommended
for tourist and
beginners in orienteering.

22XL

Model 11

22XR

11L

22B

22M

Universal

Needle settling time: 1,5-2 sek.
Stability during running: Good
Magnet: High-power
Scale unit: 2 grad.

11С

22R

Model 11 is recommended
for orienteeris and skield tourist.

11XL

11XR

11R

11B

11M
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Sport models
Model 2

Fast

Needle settling time: 0,5-1 sek.
Stability during running: Good
Magnet: Extra high-power
Scale: b/w, scale unit: 2 grad.

2С

Recommended for orienteers,
who prefer fast orienteering style.
It is the fastest compass.

2L

2XL

2XR

Model 3

Stable

Needle settling time: 1-1,5 sek.
Stability during running: Very good
Magnet: Extra high-power
Scale: w/b, scale unit: 2 grad.

3С

Recommended for accurate
azimuthal moving.
Optimum combination of time
of returning and stability of a needle.

3L

3XL

Model 8

3B

3R

Recommended for orienteers who
is using the new style of digital-color
orienteering. The stable needle is used
(like in model 3).

8L

8XL

8XR

Model 9

9L

8B

8R

Super-Stable
The Model 9 is recommended
for those orienteers preferring
very accurate movement
by azimuth.

Needle settling time: 1,5-2 sek.
Stability during running: Excellent
Magnet: Extra high-power
Scale: None

9С

3XR

Rainbow

Needle settling time: 1-1,5 sek.
Stability during running: Very good
Magnet: Extra high-power
Scale: color, scale unit: 15 grad.

8С

2B

2R

9XL

9XR

9R

9B
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Specialaized models
* *

Models 8 Ë 9 (with star)
Used needle with new stabilization system
Compared with models 8 and 9 has more stability
when running at high speed. Recommended
for orienteers national team level.

8*С
9*С

8* L
9*L

8*XL
9*XL

8*XR
9*XR

8* R
9 *R

Model Winter
Is based on model 22
Recommended for winter conditions
(up to -25 о С).

Lens supplied with installation set on
Lens ( separate) and lens supplied with
installation set on plates L,R,XL,XR.
Used for reading small details on the map.

Compasses for different Earth regions

Compasses for different Earth regions
manufactured according to preliminary
orders. Basic model - model 3.

